
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The initial green shoots of the spring and the golf season are almost upon us. As I write this we are still shaking off 
winter however with snow still on the ground after a 5” event at the golf house. Of bigger importance however, is the 
impact that winter has had in general on local courses. In comparison to last year the general sentiment is that we are 
at least 99% better on greens and even tees and fairways are in superior shape. The one caveat is that we haven’t 
gotten clear of winter yet and so one sharp cold snap is still a possibility and it could undo a lot of good work that has 
occurred so far. In general courses around the state should have become largely snow clear prior to the most recent 
snow event and certainly some public courses in the Chicago area had opened to help drive revenue. Areas that are a 
traditional issue such as low spots and heavily shaded greens are not impeccable certainly but in general everyone is 
happy to date. The other missing issue is the smell – last year we all learned very quickly what the famous ‘smell of 
death’ was. The anaerobic conditions created by 2-3” layers of ice were not recreated this year due to a favorable 
January where by super bowl Sunday – Sunshine course was completely clear of snow and any potential ice. The 18 – 
22” of snow that fell on that date actually was a huge help for the record cold month of February as it insulated the turf 
in many ways and prevented any damage. That being the case many have said it’s the best that greens have looked 
coming out of winter in a long time.  
 
Spring can be volatile of course in the region and the hope is for a little rain, a little sun and plenty of warmer days. One 
issue that has raised some eyebrows has been the disease pressure that occurred this winter. Evidence of both pink 
and gray snow mold can be seen on tees and in roughs throughout the area. Courses from a budget standpoint locally 
do not warrant control applications in the rough so damage there can be expected. In areas where shade plays a role 
and where snow melt made sites excessively wet, potential for pink snow mold or Microdochium nivale to break 
through control measures increases. Generally warming temperatures and soils will see grass grow out of the 
somewhat superficial damage but it certainly makes for some interesting pictures. 
 
Education this year had a broad focus – with looking at future technology being one area of interest, while bacterial 
etiolation was still hot on the conference list. As cabin fever hit however the snow finally began to melt and so a 
majority of superintendents are glad to be back outside and at the grind of massaging grass to provide a smooth 
putting surface – it’s great to be back. It’s a big year for Chicago golf with the United States Amateur, The Encompass 
Championship and The BMW Championship all paying a visit to the city – its going to be busy! 
 
Weather: 
 
Winter Review 
Compared to last winter this has been rather comfortable. January saw golfers in some situations as courses were dry 
and temperatures actually made it close to the 50°F mark. There was no large scale build up of ice through the season 
and thus any thaw that we saw did not result in slushy wet putting surfaces similar to last year. Snow totals were above 
average for the year, however the snow events were somewhat concentrated with almost half the 54” to date received 
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in one day and this meant that prolonged snow cover with potential for ice formation due to freeze thaw periods did 
not occur. The layer of snow through the extremely cold February saved many courses from large scale issues and upon 
the completion of snow melt many superintendents indicated that conditions were great to excellent. Some damage 
has been noted to fairways in in minor instances but from the standpoint of playability only a very minor issue. 
 
Conditions in central and southern Illinois were also good to excellent as far as potentials for problems go. Sentiment 
indicated that the conditions are a little dry right now but precipitation will fix all of that. General comparisons to last 
year are far more favorable.  Courses who had greens like on the left in March/April 2014 are either looking at newly 
renovated surfaces in excellent shape on the right (Picture 1) or vastly improved conditions in March of 2015. 
 
 

 
Picture 1. Conditions vastly superior in March 2015 (right) compared to March 2014 (left) for many courses in Chicago 

 
Other issues such as irrigation damage from frozen soils are also not being reported, while there was certainly some 
more snow mold pressure this year compared to last year. In the roughs – gray snow mold or Typhula incarnata has 
shown up (Picture 2) and Microdochium nivale has shown up on some fairways and tees (Picture 3). For the most part 
damage is superficial and once temperatures warm up grass growth and treatment will aid recovery, however until 
then expect to see some interesting colors.  
 



 
Picture 2. The large copper sclerotia (l) and matted down turf (r) of Typhula incarnata.  Which can be seen still in the 

rough areas of courses in Chicago this week 
 
 

 
Picture 3. Microdochium nivale showing up on Chicago golf courses as the snow receded and left wet conditions with 

excellent temperatures for its activity  
 
Physical damage has been limited somewhat – vole activity was noticeable (Picture 4) but in light of the shortened 
period of snow cover – large scale damage has not been reported in comparison to last year. Other minor issues such 
as deer and goose damage have been reported but again not huge amounts of concern currently.  
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Picture 4. Remains of vole activity spotted on a course in the Chicago area recently – damage is only noted after snow 

recedes and is generally a minor issue this year. 
 
As we get back on track for the rest of the year and begin to warm up – both myself and Ron Townsend will be working 
in the area with course visits, managing research projects and helping out where ever needed. If there are any 
questions or problems do not hesitate to contact us. If anyone does not receive this email – again www.cdgaturf.org 
has the sign up. All we can do right now however, is wait for some warmer temperatures and continue with course 
clean up and preparation for the upcoming season – good luck! 
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For our colleagues in the southern part of the state Dr. Lee Miller at University of Missouri has also written his first 
update for the season. It can be found here http://turfpath.missouri.edu/reports/2015/update03_16_15.cfm.  
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